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ABSTRACT With the widespread application of cloud storage, users could obtain many conveniences such

as low-price data remote storage and flexible data sharing. Considering cloud service provider (CSP) is

not full-trusted, lots of cloud auditing schemes are proposed to ensure the shared data security and integrity.

However, existing cloud auditing schemes have some security risks, such as user identity disclosure, denial of

service attack and single-manager abuse of power. To solve the above issues, we use certificateless signature

technology to construct a privacy-preserving cloud auditing scheme for multiple users with authorization

and traceability in this paper. Unlike the traditional schemes, our scheme realizes user identity anonymity

without group signature and ring signature techniques, which guarantees the tag is compact. Meanwhile, our

scheme supports that at least d managers could trace the identity of malicious user collaboratively, which

avoids the abuse of single-manager power and provides non-frameability. Furthermore, we introduce an

identity authentication process between the third-party auditor (TPA) and the CSP to prevent the denial of

service attack. That is, our scheme could solve the problem that anyone can challenge the CSP for the proofs,

which averts network congestion and waste of cloud resources. In terms of function, the proposed scheme

also supports efficient user revocation from a group. Certificateless cryptography ensures that our scheme

does not involve certificate management burden and the key escrow problem. The security analysis shows

that our scheme is provably secure against two types of adversaries in the environment of certificateless

cryptography. The performance analysis demonstrates that our scheme is efficient.

INDEX TERMS Authorization, certificateless cryptography, cloud auditing, privacy-preserving, revocation,

traceability.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of computer technology, people

need to process and store a lot of data every day. To reduce

the cost of data management and infrastructure maintenance,

users choose to store their data files in the cloud. Unfortu-

nately, the security and the integrity of data in the cloud is

being challenged. On the one hand, software failures and

physical device damage [1] may cause shared data loss.

On the other hand, malicious CSP may modify or delete data
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in the cloud storage for their benefit [2], [3]. Since users

lose the direct control of data on cloud storage, they cannot

determine whether their data are still complete. In particular,

it is not feasible for users to download all the data files to

check them because of the expensive communication costs.

Therefore, designing an effective way that could audit the

integrity of data in the cloud without downloading them is

very important.

To confirm the integrity of cloud data, researchers pro-

posed a large number of cloud auditing schemes. In these

schemes, the TPA is allowed to check the integrity of shared

data on behalf of users which reduces the heavy burden
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of users. However, most of the cloud auditing schemes

are based on traditional public key cryptography (TPKC).

Despite the extensive application background of TPKC, there

are still some problems. For example, TPKC requires certifi-

cate authorizer (CA) to generate certificates that bind users’

identities and the associated public keys. As the number of

users increases, the certificate management becomes more

difficult, which causes the existing cloud auditing schemes

not to apply for groups with multiple users. To avoid the

shortcoming, some researchers choose identity-based cryp-

tography (ID-PKC) to be the basis in their schemes. Unfortu-

nately, ID-PKC requires the private key generator (PKG) to

distribute corresponding private key to every user. Once PKG

becomes untrustworthy, the scheme is no longer safe. In this

case, certificateless cryptography is a choice since it does

not involve certificates management nor depend on the other

fully-trusted entity. There is a third-party entity named the

key generation center (KGC) to be responsible for generating

system master key, public parameters, and partial keys of

users. Thus, constructing cloud auditing schemes based on

certificateless cryptography is a reliable way to check the

security and the integrity of shared data.

In some existing certificateless cloud auditing schemes,

there is usually only one user to upload tags and request

the TPA to audit data. To meet the uploading requirement

of multiple users, some schemes [4], [5] support that veri-

fiers could batch check the correctness of the multiple tags.

However, there are multiple users to send request to the

TPA in a group that would bring the new security flaw.

For instance, the challenge is generated by the uploader’s

public key, so the TPA could find the user who uploaded

the file by the challenge. However, the identity of the user

needs to remain anonymous in plenty of situations, such as

an electronic voting system. For the problem, researchers

presented some privacy-preserving schemes for group users

to guarantee that their identities are anonymous to anyone.

On the one hand, these schemes guarantee the identity pri-

vacy of users; on the other hand, it is difficult to trace the

identities of the misbehaved users. A later development is

cloud auditing scheme based on group signature [6], which

realizes the user privacy-preserving meanwhile reveals the

user’s identity after a dispute. Unfortunately, the identity

tracing of the scheme [6] relies on a single group manager.

The single group manager has extremely high permissions,

which may lead to the innocent users being framed and the

malicious users being sheltered.

Meanwhile, a requisite identity authentication process

is often lacking between the TPA and the CSP in many

existing cloud auditing schemes. It causes that any entity

could frequently send request to the CSP for getting the

auditing proof by utilizing the TPA. In this situation,

the malicious or pretended users may launch denial of

service attacks in the cloud, which brings network con-

gestion or waste of resources. Hence, it is important to

solve the unauthorized problem in the cloud auditing for

shared data.

Moreover, considering the group is dynamic, every group

user needs to be allowed to leave at any moment. Therefore,

the user revocation from the group is a significant, yet timely

issue. To be specific, once a user revoked from the group,

he/she must lose the right to access the data in the cloud

and declare that all group information of the revoked user is

invalid. Besides, the tags of all shared data that are generated

by the revoked user also need to be updated. The traditional

method of tag updating is that the trusted user downloads

these files, re-signs new tags for these files, and uploads them

to the CSP. But the method increases the computation and

communication costs of group users. Therefore, CSP is more

suitable for finishing the task of user revocation than ordinary

users.

The above problems can be summarized into three aspects:

firstly, most existing cloud auditing schemes cannot simul-

taneously satisfy user’s identity anonymity and traceabil-

ity. Some schemes rely on single-manager who may frame

the innocent users and hide the misbehaving users in the

process of tracing. Secondly, lacking an effective identity

authorization process between the TPA and the CSP could

lead to problems such as network congestion and the waste

of network resources. Thirdly, the heavy computation and

communication costs for the revocation of group users affect

the quality of the cloud storage service. Therefore, we con-

sider it is significant to design a cloud auditing scheme that

can support privacy-preserving of users, identity trace of

the malicious user, identity authorization and efficient user

revocation under the certificateless cryptography at the same

time.

A. RELATED WORKS

For the shared data stored in the cloud, users cannot download

all of them to check their integrity. Thus, the schemes of

traditional cryptography could not be directly applied to the

integrity checking of data in the cloud [7]. To solve the

problem, Shacham and Waters [8] proposed the concept of

public auditing for the first time. Then they presented the

first cloud auditing scheme, which could check whether the

data in the cloud are complete. For better performance and

security, a batch of cloud auditing schemes based on TPKC

[9]–[14] are proposed. In these schemes, CA is responsible

for certificates distribution and certificates storage. These

complex operations would bring huge costs as the number

of users increases. In 1984, Shamir [15] proposed the con-

cept of ID-PKC, which solves the problem of certificates

management of TPKC. Wang et al. [16] proposed the first

public cloud auditing scheme based on ID-PKC and showed

it is provable security. Li et al. [17] proposed a multi-

copy on distributed cloud servers auditing scheme based

on ID-PKC. Later, Li et al. [18] proposed a cloud auditing

scheme based on ID-PKC, which realizes the data privacy

against the TPA. However, in all cloud auditing schemes

based on ID-PKC [19], [20], the user’s private key is provided

by KGC. KGC has an ability to generate the tag of any user,

which may reveal the user’s identity information. Therefore,
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these schemes have the problem of key escrow. Al-Riyami

and Paterson [21] proposed the concept of certificateless

cryptography. It solves the inherent flaws of both cryptogra-

phies. Wang et al. [12] presented the first certificateless pub-

lic cloud auditing scheme. However, scheme [12] cannot

resist the first type of adversary. That is, the adversary could

replace the user’s public key. Moreover, when malicious TPA

appears, the scheme does not support user privacy-preserving.

For the study of privacy-preserving, researchers usually

divide it into two aspects: data privacy-preserving [22], [23]

and user privacy-preserving [14], [24]–[26]. The main tech-

nologies of user privacy-preserving are blind signature

[27], ring signature and group signature. In certificate-

less settings, cloud auditing schemes realize user privacy-

preserving by using certificateless ring signatures [28], [29]

or zero-knowledge proof [10] technologies, which have the

non-compact tags, resulting in most of the storage space is

allocated to tags rather than data. Wu et al. [30] combined the

private key extraction algorithm of the Water’s IBE scheme

with the tag generation algorithm of the scheme [31] and

presented a cloud auditing scheme with privacy-preserving

to solve the above problems. The scheme achieves uncon-

ditional privacy-preserving, but cannot support group users’

identity trace and the revocation of group users. Li et al. [32]

presented a privacy-preserving cloud auditing scheme with

attribute-based encryption, which also cannot support the

revocation of group users.

To deal with the revocation problem of group users, Yuan

and Yu [33] presented a polynomial based authentication tag

scheme for shared data. Yu et al. [34] constructed a cloud

auditing scheme without pairing that allows group users to

join and revoke. Unfortunately, both schemes have the prob-

lem of key escrow. They are inefficient. To cut down the

computation overhead, proxy re-signature technology [35]

becomes a good choice. Wang et al. [6] designed a cloud

auditing scheme for data that utilizes the proxy re-signature.

Under the cooperation of the CSP and the revoked user,

the tags of the revoked user are translated into the tags of the

trusted user. However, in order to generate resignation keys of

new tags, the CSP in scheme [6] must obtain the resignation

key of every group user in advance, which can cause security

issues. In 2018, Li et al. [36] designed a certificateless public

auditing scheme for cloud data, which can support efficient

user revocation. But it does not realize the functions of iden-

tity traceability and privacy-preserving. Moreover, to prevent

disguised TPA from sending unauthorized data verification

challenges to CSP, Liu et al. [37] presented a cloud auditing

scheme that introduces the authorization process between the

TPA and the CSP. The authorization scheme utilizes Merkle

Hash Tree and BLS signatures to achieve fine-grained update

requirements, but it cannot be applied to groups.

B. CONTRIBUTIONS

In this paper, a privacy-preserving cloud auditing scheme for

multiple users with authorization and traceability is proposed.

Our contributions are summarized as follows.

(1) We propose a cloud auditing scheme with group users

based on certificateless cryptography to avoid the certifi-

cate management issues of TPKC and key escrow issues of

ID-PKC.

(2) Our scheme achieves the user’s identity privacy-

preserving against the TPA. Since the proposed scheme does

not use group signature and ring signature technologies,

the tag is compact. This could ensure efficient storage of

shared data.

(3) Our scheme has an ability to reveal the real identity

of the malicious user while keeping the group user’s identity

anonymous. Besides, based on the Lagrange interpolation,

the proposed scheme allows at least d group managers could

trace the identity of the misbehaved user in the group. The

method provides non-frameability, which can guarantee the

fairness of tracing and avoid framing the innocent user and

shielding the malicious user.

(4)We introduce an identity authorization process to check

the validity of the challenge message from the TPA. That

is, only the TPA approved by group users could obtain the

proof of the CSP, which protects the CSP from malicious

harassment.

(5) The proposed scheme supports efficient group user

revocation. In the process of revocation, our scheme does not

require complex operations such as downloading, re-signing,

and re-uploading, which reduces the computation and com-

munication burden.

(6) We prove that our scheme is safe against two types of

adversaries in certificateless cryptography. The analysis and

experiments demonstrate that the proposed scheme is more

efficient than other similar schemes.

II. PRELIMINARIES

We introduce the related knowledge used in our scheme,

which includes bilinear pairing, hardness assumptions,

the system model, the definition of our scheme and the secu-

rity model.

A. BILINEAR PAIRING

Let G1 and G2 be two cyclic groups of prime order p. The

bilinear map e : G1 × G1 → G2 satisfies the following

conditions:

(1) Bilinearity: For any g5, g6 ∈ G1, a1, b1 ∈ Zp, there is

e (a1g5, b1g6) = e (g5, g6)
a1b1 .

(2) Non-degeneracy: For g5, g6 ∈ G1, there is

e (g5, g6) 6= 1.

(3) Computability: For any g5, g6 ∈ G1, e (g5, g6) can be

calculated.

B. HARDNESS ASSUMPTIONS

Double-BDH problem: Given the pairing group PG =

(G1,G2, e, g, p), where the p is prime order of the groups and

g is a generator of G1. Choose a tuple
(

g, ga, gb, gc
)

, where

a, b, c ∈ Zp. Compute e (g, g)
ac
b .
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FIGURE 1. System model.

Definition 1 (Double-BDH Hypothesis): The probability

of polynomial time algorithm B in solving the double-BDH

problem is defined as:

Advdouble−BDH (B)

= Pr
[{

e (g, g)
ac
b

}

←− B
(

PG, g, ga, gb, gc
)]

.

If Advdouble−BDH (B) is negligible, it is difficult to solve the

double-BDH problem.

vBDH Problem: Given the pairing group PG =

(G1,G2, e, g, p), where the p is prime order of the groups and

g is a generator of G1. Choose a tuple
(

g, ga, gb, gac
)

, where

a, b, c ∈ Zp. Compute e (g, g)bc.

Definition 2 (vBDH Hypothesis): The probability of poly-

nomial time algorithm B in solving the vBDH problem is

defined as:

AdvvBDH (B)=Pr
[{

e (g, g)bc
}

←−B
(

PG, g, ga, gb, gac
)]

.

If AdvvBDH (B) is negligible, it is difficult to solve the

vBDH problem.

C. SYSTEM MODEL

In this subsection, we explain the system model of our

scheme, which is shown in Figure 1. The system model

in the paper mainly involves five entities: KGC, the group

users (GUs), the group managers (ADs), CSP and TPA. The

specific interaction processes are as follows. Firstly, GUs

generate their private keys and public keys with the partial

keys distributed by KGC. Secondly, GUs generate tags for

shared data with their private keys, and store shared data and

tags in the cloud. Thirdly, GUs send their requests to the TPA

for auditing the integrity of shared data. After receiving the

requests, the TPA sends the challenge to the CSP for getting

the auditing proof. The CSP authenticates the identity of the

TPA. If it is valid, the CSP generates the proof and sends it to

the TPA. Otherwise, the CSP refuses to accept the challenge.

Finally, the TPA checks the effectiveness of the proof from

the CSP and gives a result about shared data integrity to GUs.

(1) KGC: It is not a fully-trusted third-party entity that is

responsible for generating system master key, public param-

eters, partial keys of group members.

(2) GUs: They are group users of the system who have an

ability to access, upload, modify, and delete the shared data

in the cloud.

(3) ADs: They are part of the group members, responsible

for the revocation of GUs. A certain number of ADs could

trace the real identity of the malicious user.

(4) CSP: It is a semi-trusted third-party entity that is

responsible for storing and sharing data.

(5) TPA: It is the auditor who sends the challenge to the

CSP. The CSP generates the response and sends it to the TPA.

If the response passes the verification, the data is complete.

Otherwise, the data is damaged or tampered.

D. DEFINITION OF OUR SCHEME

The proposed scheme in this paper is composed of

nine algorithms: Setup, Extract-Partial-Key, Set-Secret-

Value, Set-Private-Key, Set-Public-Key, Tag-Generation,

Challenge-Generation, Proof-Generation and Proof-

Verification. The detailed descriptions of these algorithms are

as follows:

Setup (o) → (∂, param): Input the security parameter

o, KGC outputs the system master key ∂ and the public

parameter param.
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Extract-Partial-Key (∂, param, IDi) → (Di): Input the

system master key ∂ , the public parameter param and the

identity IDi, KGC outputs the partial key Di.

Set-Secret-Value (param, IDi) → (βi): Input the public

parameter param and the identity IDi, ui returns the secret

value βi.

Set-Private-Key (param,Di, βi)→ (ski): Input the public

parameter param, the partial key Di and the secret value βi,

ui returns the private key ski.

Set-Public-Key (param,Di, βi)→ (pki): Input the public

parameter param, the partial key Di and the secret value βi,

ui returns the public key pki.

Tag-Generation (param, ski, pki,m, j) →
(

σj,Pi
)

: Input

the public parameter param, the private key ski, the public key

pki, the data m and the index j, ui generates the tag σj and Pi.

Challenge-Generation (param,PK , ID, jmax) → (9):

Input the public parameter param, the public keysPK ofGUs,

the identity information ID of GUs and the maximum index

jmax, TPA generates the challenge 9.

Proof-Generation
(

param, 9,M , 3
)

→ (�): Input the

public parameter param, the challenge 9, the dataM and the

tags 3, CSP generates the proof �.

Proof-Verification (param, �) → (‘‘1’’, ‘‘0’’): Input the

public parameter param and the proof�, TPA outputs ‘‘1’’ or

‘‘0’’, where 1 represents the verification succeed, 0 represents

the verification failed.

E. SECURITY MODEL

Our scheme focuses on two security issues, unforgeabil-

ity and anonymity. Unforgeability means that no one can

forge the legitimate tags of the group user ui. We intro-

duce two adversaries to demonstrate the unforgeability in

our security model. A| is the adversary who can replace

the public key of any group user, although he/she does

not know the system master key ∂ . A|| is the adversary

who has the system master key ∂ , but cannot replace

the public key of any group user. Anonymity refers to

that adversary A||| can’t distinguish which user uploads

the files in the process of data auditing. This ensures the

privacy security of group users. The security model is

implemented by playing games between adversaries and

challengers.

Game I: Adversary A| and challenger C simulate this

game.

Setup: C runs the System-Parameter algorithm, saves sys-

tem master key ∂ and sends public parameter param to A|.

Queries: A| makes polynomial times queries to C, and C

answers the queries of A| as follows.

•Hash-Query:A| asks C for hash values. C sends the result

to A|.

• Partial-Key-Query: A| submits identity ID to C and

queries the partial key of ID. C runs the Extract-Partial-Key

algorithm to generate the partial key of ID, and sends it toA|.

• Secret-Value-Query: A| submits identity ID to C, and

inquires the secret value of ID. C generates the secret value

of ID by running the Set-Secret-Value algorithm. C sends the

secret value to A|.

• Public-Key-Query: A| submits identity ID to C, and

inquires the public key of ID. C generates the public key of ID

by running the Set-Public-Key algorithm. C sends the public

key to A|.

• Public-Key-Replacement:A| selects values to replace the

public key of ID.

• Tag-Query: A| submits identity ID and data m to C, and

inquires the tag of m that signed by ID. C generates the tag

σ of ID by running the Tag-Generation algorithm. C sends

σ to A|.

Forgery: A| outputs the tag σ ′ of the identity ID′ to data

m′ under the public key pkID′ .

A| wins the game if the following conditions are satisfied.

(1) A| never queries about the partial key of the

identity ID′.

(2) A| never queries about the private key of the

identity ID′.

(3) A| never queries about the tag of data m′ under the

public key pkID′ of ID
′.

(4) The tag σ ′ generated by A| is valid.

Game II: Adversary A|| and challenger C simulate this

game.

Setup: C runs the System-Parameter algorithm, sends sys-

tem master key ∂ and public parameter param to A||.

Queries: A|| makes polynomial times queries to C, and C

answers the queries of A|| as follows.

•Hash-Query:A|| asks C for hash values. C sends the result

to A||.

• Secret-Value-Query: A|| submits identity ID to C, and

inquires the secret value of ID. C generates the secret value

of ID by running the Set-Secret-Value algorithm. C sends the

of ID by running the Set-Secret-Value algorithm. C sends the

secret value to A||.

• Public-Key-Query: A|| submits identity ID to C, and

inquires the public key of ID. C generates the public key of ID

by running the Set-Public-Key algorithm. C sends the public

key to A||.

• Tag-Query:A|| submits identity ID and datamj to C, then

inquires the tag of m that signed by ID. C generates the tag σ

of ID by running the Tag-Generation algorithm. C sends σ to

A||.

Forgery: A|| outputs the tag σ ′ of the identity ID′ to

data m′.

A|| wins the game if the following conditions are satisfied.

(1) A|| never queries about the secret value of the

identity ID′.

(2) A|| never queries about the tag of data m
′ with ID′.

(3) The tag σ ′ generated by A|| is valid

Game III: The game proves the anonymity of the scheme

between adversary A||| and challenger C.

Setup: C generates the system master key ∂ and public

parameters param by running the Setup algorithm. C selects

n users, performs the Extract-Partial-Key algorithm and the

Set-Secret-Value algorithm to generate partial keys and secret
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values for them. C generates identities of users and public

keys, then sends public parameters, ID = (ID1, . . . , IDn) and

PK =
(

pkID1
, . . . , pkIDn

)

to A|||.

Challenge: A||| selects any data m, runs the Challenge

algorithm. Then A||| sends the challenge 9 and data m to C.

Response: A||| randomly selects the user’s identity ID,

generates the tag with the private key of ID and runs the

Proof-Generation algorithm to generate �, then sends the

response � to C.

Guess:A||| checks�. If it is valid,A||| outputs the identity

ID∗ who uploads m.

A||| wins the game if ID = ID∗.

If the advantage of our scheme in breaking the anonymity

is 0, our scheme satisfies theoretically anonymous.

III. THE PROPOSED SCHEME

A. CONSTRUCTION OF OUR SCHEME

In our scheme, there are Z groupmanagers and S group users.

We define IDi as the identity of the group user ui for 1 ≤ i ≤

S. We set m ∈ Zp to be the shared data. The construction is

described as follows.

(1) Setup: KGC generates the system master key and the

public parameter as follows.

• KGC generates two multiplicative cyclic groups G1 and

G2 of order p, which satisfy the bilinear pairing e : G1 ×

G1→ G2. g is the generator of G1.

•KGCchooses two hash functionsH1,H2 : {0, 1}
∗→ G1.

•KGC randomly chooses ∂ ∈ Zp as the systemmaster key,

calculates g1 = g∂ .

• KGC randomly chooses v ∈ G1, ask ∈ Zp, apk ∈

Zp, csk ∈ Zp, cpk ∈ Zp. (ask, apk) and (csk, cpk) are the

key pairs used to authorize.

•KGC randomly selects k ∈ Zp, computes g2 = gk , sets up

a d−1 degree polynomial f (x) = c0+c1x+· · ·+cd−1x
d−1

with c0 = k, c1, · · · cd−1 ∈ Zp, computes kl = f (l) (l =

1, 2, · · · ,Z and 2d − 1 ≥ Z ), divides k into Z pieces kl ,

sends them to ADs.

• KGC keeps the system master key secretly and sets the

public parameter param = {G1,G2, e, g, g1, g2, v,H1,H2}.

(2) Extract-Partial-Key: On input the system master key

∂ and the identity IDi, KGC follows the steps to generate the

partial key of ui.

• KGC randomly chooses ωi ∈ Zp.

• KGC calculates the partial key Di = (di1, di2), where

di1 = H1 (IDi)
∂ , di2 = ωi.

• KGC returns Di to ui.

(3) Set-Secret-Value: ui randomly chooses βi ∈ Zp as the

secret value.

(4) Set-Private-Key: On input the partial key Di and the

secret value βi, ui follows the steps to generate the private

key.

• ui calculates ski = (ski1, ski2) =
(

(

H1 (IDi)
∂
)ωi·βi

, βi

)

as his/her private key.

(5) Set-Public-Key: On input the partial key Di and the

secret value βi, ui follows the steps to generate the public key.

• ui calculates pki = (pki1, pki2) =
(

g1/βi , g
ωi
1

)

as his/her

public key.

(6) Tag-Generation: On input the private key ski, the

public key pki, the shared data m and the index j. Then ui
generates the tag as follows.

• ui computes the tag σ = ski1 · (H2 (j) · vm)ski2 for the

shared data m.

• ui computes Pi = (Pi1,Pi2) =
(

g
βi
2 · pki1, g

βi

)

. Then ui

submits the tag σj and Pi to the CSP.

• The validity and correctness of the tag are verified by the

equation as follows.

e
(

σj, pki1
)

=
(

ski1 ·
(

H2 (j) · vm
)ski2 , pki1

)

= e
(

H1 (IDi)
∂·ωi·βi ·

(

H2 (j) · vm
)βi , g1/βi

)

= e (H1 (IDi) , pki2) · e
(

H2 (j) · vm, g
)

.

(7) Challenge-Generation: Any group user could send

request to the TPA for auditing, ADs shares (ask, apk) with

ui. On input the public keys PK of GUs, the identity infor-

mation ID of GUs and the index jmax. The detailed steps to

generate the challenge are described as follows.

i. ui sends the authorization to the TPA.

• ui asks the TPA for its identity value IDT . The TPA

encrypts the identity value IDT with apk to generate (IDT )apk
and sends it to ui.

• ui receives the information (IDT )apk from the TPA,

decrypts it with ask to obtain the identity IDT , generates the

authorization K = (IDT , tm) and sends K to the TPA, where

tm is the time stamp.

• The TPA checks the correctness of the authorization K .

If it is valid, the TPA accepts the authorization of ui and

generates the challenge.

ii. The TPA generates the challenge, and sends it to the

CSP.

• The TPA encrypts its identity IDT with the public key

cpk of the CSP to generate (IDT )cpk .

• The TPA randomly chooses the index of shared data J ⊆

{1, . . . , jmax} , θ ∈ Zp and ηj ∈ Zp.

• The TPA generates the challenge 9 =
(

ID,PK ,T
)

,

where

ID =
{

H1 (IDi)
θ |i = 1, . . . S

}

,PK =
{

pkθ
i1 |i = 1, . . . S

}

,

T =
{(

j, ηj
)

|j ∈ J
}

).

• The TPA sends R =
(

(IDT )cpk ,K , 9
)

to the CSP.

(8) Proof-Generation: On input R, the CSP verifies the

authorization, and generates the proof for the challenge. The

detailed steps are described as follows.

i. The CSP checks the validity of the authorization.

• The CSP decrypts (IDT )cpk with its private key csk to

obtain the identity value IDT .

• The CSP decrypts K with ask to obtain the identity value

ID′T .

• If IDT = ID′T and the time stamp tm is valid, the CSP

generates the proof. Otherwise the CSP stops interaction.

ii. The CSP generates the proof for the challenge 9 and

sends it to the TPA as follows.
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• The CSP choosesM = {mj |j ∈ J } and 3 =
{

σj |j ∈ J
}

.

• The CSP computes σ =
∏

j∈J

(

e
(

σj,pk
θ
i1

)ηj

e
(

H1(IDi)
θ ,pki2

)ηj

)

and φ =

∑

j∈J

ηj · mj.

• The CSP sends the proof � = (σ , φ) to the TPA.

(9) Proof-Verification: The TPA checks the correctness of

the proof as follows.

• The TPA verifies the following equation. The TPA out-

puts 1, if

σ = e





∏

j∈J

H2 (j)
ηj
· vφ, gθ



 .

Otherwise, the TPA outputs 0.

• The validity and correctness of the proof are verified by

the equation as follows.

σ =
∏

j∈J

(

e
(

σj, pk
θ
i1

)ηj

e
(

H1 (IDi)
θ , pki2

)ηj

)

=
∏

j∈J

(

e (H1 (IDi) , pki2) · e (H2 (j) · vmj , g)

e (H1 (IDi) , pki2)

)θ ·ηj

= e





∏

j∈J

H2 (j)
ηj
· vφ, gθ



 .

B. SUPPORT USER IDENTITY TRACING

For any illegal operation of the malicious user on shared

data, at least d group managers could cooperate to trace

the malicious user’s real identity, which avoids the single-

manager from abusing permissions.

• The group managers use the Lagrange interpolation

polynomial Fl (x) =
∏

0≤r≤d,r 6=l
x−r
l−r

to build polynomial

y (x) =
∑d

l=1 f (l) ·Fl (x) =
∑d

l=1 k (l) ·Fl (x) and compute

k = y (0) =
∑d

l=1 k (l) · Fl (0).

• The group managers calculate pki1 = Pi1
/

(Pi2)
k to

reveal the real identity of the malicious user.

C. SUPPORT USER REVOCATION

When users revoke from the group, their public keys and

private keys must be immediately declared invalid, and their

tags must be removed. KGC generates a new authorization

key pair
(

ask ′, apk ′
)

to ADs. ADs share
(

ask ′, apk ′
)

with

the existing group users. The user revocation involves three

entities. They are the revoked user ui, the trusted user uj and

the CSP.

• The CSP randomly chooses ρ ∈ ZP and sends it to uj.

• uj calculates W1 = d
dj2
j1 , W2 = ρ · βj, and sends W1 and

W2 to ui.

• ui computes R1 =

(

W1

d
di2
i1

)βi

, R2 =
W2
βi
, and sends R1 and

R2 to the CSP.

• The CSP computes R3 =
R2
ρ
=

W2
βi·ρ
=

βj
βi
.

• After checking all shared data mi∗ and tags

σi∗ (1 ≤ i
∗ ≤ jmax) signed by ui, the CSP transforms mi∗

and σi∗ .

σ ′i∗ = (R1 · σi∗)
R3

=





(

W1

d
di2
i1

)βi

· d
βidi2
i1 ·

(

H2

(

i∗
)

· vmi∗
)βi





βj/βi

=
(

H1

(

IDj
)∂
)βj·dj2

·
(

H2

(

i∗
)

· vmi∗
)βj .

σ ′i∗ is the tag of uj for shared data mi∗ .

• uj updates Pi.

IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS

The content of this section proves that our proposed scheme

satisfies unforgeability and anonymity.

Theorem 1: If the double-BDH hypothesis holds, the pro-

posed scheme satisfies the tag unforgeability under random

oracle model.

Proof: It is proved that if the adversary A| can win

the game I with the probability ε1 that can’t be ignored,

after experiencing the most qH1 times H1-Hash-Query,

qH2 timesH2-Hash-Query, qK1 times Partial-Key-Query, qK2

times Secret-Value-Query, qK3 times Public-Key-Query, qKr
times Public-Key-Replacement-Query and qσ times Tag-

Query, then the challenger C could find the solution

of the double-BDH problem with the probability ε′1 ≥

ε1
/

((qk1 + qσ ) · 2e) that can’t be ignored. Given an example
(

PG, g, ga, gb, gc
)

of the double-BDH problem, the goal of

e (g, g)
ac
b is computation.

Setup: C generates the system master key ∂ and the public

parameter param, sets up v = gb·r0 . Then C sends the public

parameter to A|.

H1-Hash-Query: C maintains the H1 hash list LH1
=

{ (ID,Q, h1, pkID2, Ŵ)} . A| asks C for any identity ID∗ of H1

hash query. C looks up the identity ID∗ in LH1
. If it does not

exist, C randomly selects h∗1 ∈ Zp and tosses coins to select

Ŵ ∈ {0, 1} . The probability of Ŵ = 0 is γ , the probability of

Ŵ = 1 is 1− γ .

• If Ŵ = 1, C sets Q∗ = gh
∗
1 , pkID∗2 = g1

/

h∗1 , adds them to

LH1
.

• If Ŵ = 0, C sets Q∗ =
(

gb
)h∗1 , pkID∗2 = (ga)1

/

h∗1 , and

adds them to LH1
.

C finds Q∗ in LH1
and sends it to A|.

H2-Hash-Query: C maintains the H2 hash list LH2
=

{ (j,X , h2)} . A| asks C for the index j∗ of H2 hash query. C

looks up the index j∗ in LH2
. If it does not exist, C randomly

selects h∗2 ∈ Zp, sets X
∗ = (ga)h

∗
2 , adds them to LH2

, sends

X∗ to A|.

Partial-Key-Query: C maintains the partial key list Lp =

{ (ID,DID, βID, pkID1)} . A| inquires of C about identity ID∗.

C looks up ID∗ andDID∗ in Lp. If ID
∗ does not exist, C makes

a query on H1. If DID∗ does not exist, C does these steps as

follows.

• If Ŵ = 1, C stops interaction.

• If Ŵ = 0, C sets (dID∗1, dID∗2) =
(

(ga)h
∗
1 , ωID∗

)

, where

ωID∗ ∈ Zp, and adds DID∗ to Lp.
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C finds DID∗ in Lp and sends it as the partial key of ID∗

to A|.

Secret-Value-Query:A| inquires of C about the secret value

of identity ID∗. C looks up ID∗ and βID∗ in Lp. If ID
∗ does not

exist, C performs a partial key query. If βID∗ does not exist, C

chooses βID∗ ∈ Zp, sets pkID∗1 =
(

gb
)1/βID∗ , and adds them

to Lp. C finds βID∗ in Lp and sends it as the secret value of

ID∗ to A|. The partial key and the secret value constitute the

private key.

Public-Key-Query: A| inquires of C about the public key

of identity ID∗. C looks up ID∗, pkID∗1 and pkID∗2 in LH1
and

Lp. If they do not exist, C makes a partial key query and a

secret value query, finds the public key of identity ID∗ in Lp
and sends it to A|.

Public-Key-Replacement-Query: C submits the tuple
(

ID∗, pk ′ID∗1, pk
′
ID∗2

)

to A|. C looks up two tuples that

contain ID∗ in Lp and LH1
. If they exist, C updates the

public key of ID∗ to
(

pk ′ID∗1, pk
′
ID∗2

)

. Otherwise, C adds
(

ID∗, pk ′ID∗1, pk
′
ID∗2

)

in Lp and LH1
.

Tag-Query: A| submits (ID∗, j∗,m∗) to C.

• If Ŵ = 1, C stops interaction.

• If Ŵ = 0, C looks up H2 (j∗), partial key, secret value in

LH2
and Lp to sign m

∗. C sends the tag to A|.

Forge: A| outputs the tag σ ′ of the data m′ on ID′ with the

public key pk ′ID.

Challenge: If A| wins the game I, C obtains the equation

e
(

σ ′, pk ′ID1
)

= e
(

H1

(

ID′
)

, pk ′ID2
)

· e
(

H2

(

j′
)

· vm
′
, g
)

.

C looks up
(

ID′,Q′, h′1, Ŵ
′
)

.

• If Ŵ∗ = 0, C stops interaction.

• If Ŵ∗ = 1, C sets H1

(

ID′
)

=
(

gb
)h′1 , ID′ =

(gc)h
′
1 , pkID′1 =

(

gb
)1
/

βID′ ,PK ′ = (gc)1
/

βID′ and chooses

ηj′ ∈ ZP. Then C sends 9 =
(

ID′,PK ′,
(

j′, ηj′
)

)

to A|. A|

sets ID′ = H1

(

ID′
)θ

,PK ′ = (pkID′1)
θ and θ = c

/

b.

Response: A| outputs the response � =
(

σ ′, φ

)

. If it

satisfies σ ′ = e

(

H2

(

j′
)

η
j′

· vφ, gθ

)

, the response is valid.

C solves the difficult problem as follows.

(

σ ′

e (g, g)c·φ·r0

)1
/(

h′2·ηj′

)

=









e

(

H2

(

j′
)

η
j′

· vφ, gθ

)

e (g, g)c·φ·r0









1
/(

h′2·ηj′

)

=





e
(

(ga)
h′2·ηj′ , gc/b

)

· e
(

gb·φ·r0 , gc/b
)

e (g, g)c·φ·r0





1
/(

h′2·ηj′

)

= e (g, g)
ac
b .

In the game I, the possibility of challenger C and adversary

A| stopping interaction only exists in Partial-Key-Query and

Tag-Query, thus the probability that C outputs e (g, g)
ac
b is

ε′1 ≥ ε1 · γ · (1− γ )qk1+qσ ≥ ε1
/

((qk1 + qσ ) · 2e).

Theorem 2: If the v-BDH hypothesis holds, the proposed

scheme satisfies the tag unforgeability under random oracle

model.

Proof: It is proved that if the adversary A|| can win the

game II with the probability ε2 that can’t be ignored, after

experiencing the most qH1 times H1-Hash-Query, qH2 times

H2-Hash-Query, qK1 times Secret-Value-Query, qK2 times

Public-Key-Query and qσ times Tag-Query, then the chal-

lenger C could find the solution of the BDH problem with the

probability ε′2 ≥ ε2
/

((qk1 + qσ ) · 2e) that can’t be ignored.

Given an example
(

G1, g, g
a, gb, gac

)

of the BDH problem,

the goal of e (g, g)bc is computation.

Setup: C generates the system master key ∂ and the public

parameter param, sets up v = ga·r0 . Then C sends the public

parameter to A||.

H1-Hash-Query: C maintains the H1 hash list LH1
=

{ (IDi,Q, h1, pki2, Ŵ)} . A|| asks C for any identity ID∗ of H1

hash query. C looks up the identity ID∗ in LH1
. If it does not

exist, C randomly selects h∗1 ∈ Zp and tosses coins to select

Ŵ ∈ {0, 1} . The probability of Ŵ = 0 is γ , the probability of

Ŵ = 1 is 1− γ .

• If Ŵ = 1, C sets Q∗ = gh
∗
1 , pkID∗2 = g1

/

h∗1 , and adds

them to LH1
.

• If Ŵ = 0, C sets Q∗ = (ga)h
∗
1 pki2∗ = g1

/

h∗1 , and adds

them to LH1
.

C finds Q∗ in LH1
and sends it to A||.

H2-Hash-Query: C maintains the H2 hash list LH2
=

{ (j,X , h2)} . A|| asks C for the index j∗ of H2 hash query. C

looks up the index j∗ in LH2
. If it does not exist, C randomly

selects h∗2 ∈ Zp, sets X
∗ =

(

gb
)h∗2 , adds them to LH2

, sends

X∗ to A||.

Secret-Value-Query: C maintains the secret value list Ls =

{ (ID, βID, pkID1, Ŵ)} . BecauseA|| has the systemmaster key,

the partial key is no longer queried. A|| inquires of C about

the secret value of identity ID∗. C looks up ID∗ and βID∗ in

Ls. If ID
∗ does not exist, C performs a query on H1. If βID∗

does not exist, C chooses βID∗ ∈ Zp.

• If Ŵ = 1, C sets pkID∗1 = (ga)1/βID∗ and adds it to Ls,

then stops interaction.

• If Ŵ = 0, C sets pkID∗1 = g1/βID∗ and adds it to Ls.

C finds βID∗ and sends it as the secret value of ID
∗ to A||.

Public-Key-Query: A|| inquires of C about the public key

of identity ID∗. C looks up ID∗, pkID∗1 and pkID∗2 in LH1
and

Ls. If they do not exist, C makes a secret value query. C finds

the public key of identity ID∗ in Ls and sends it to A|.

Tag-Query: A|| submits (ID∗, j∗,m∗) to C.

• If Ŵ = 1, C stops interaction.

• If Ŵ = 0, C looks up H2 (j∗), secret value in LH2
and Ls

to sign m∗. C sends the tag to A||.

Forge: A|| outputs the tag σ ′ of the data m′ on ID′.

Challenge: If A|| wins the game II, C obtains the equation

e
(

σ ′, pk ′ID1
)

= e
(

H1

(

ID′
)

, pk ′ID2
)

· e
(

H2

(

j′
)

· vm
′
, g
)

.

C looks up
(

ID′,Q′, h′1,T
′
)

.
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• If Ŵ∗ = 0, C stops interaction.

• If Ŵ∗ = 1, C sets H1

(

ID′
)

= (ga)h
′
1 , ID′ =

(gac)h
′
1 , pkID′1 = (ga)1

/

βID′ ,PK ′ = (gac)1
/

βID′ , and chooses

ηj′ ∈ ZP. Then C sends 9 =
(

ID′,PK ′,
(

j′, ηj′
)

)

to A||. A||

sets PK ′ = (pkID′1)
θ , ID′ = H1

(

ID′
)θ

and θ = c.

Response: A|| outputs the response � =
(

σ ′, φ

)

. If it

satisfies σ ′ = e

(

H2

(

j′
)

η
j′

· vφ, gθ

)

, the response is valid.

C solves the difficult problem as follows.

(

σ ′

e (g, g)a·c·φ·r0

)1
/(

h′2·ηj′

)

=









e

(

H2

(

j′
)

η
j′

· vφ, gθ

)

e (g, g)a·c·φ·r0









1
/(

h′2·ηj′

)

=





e
(

(

gb
)h′2·ηj′ , gc

)

· e
(

ga·φ·r0 , gc
)

e (g, g)a·c·φ·r0





1
/(

h′2·ηj′

)

= e (g, g)bc .

In the game II, the possibility of challenger C and adversary

A|| stopping interaction only exists in Secret-Key-Query and

Tag-Query, so the probability that C outputs e (g, g)bc is ε′2 ≥

ε2 · γ · (1− γ )qk1+qσ ≥ ε2
/

((qk1 + qσ ) · 2e).

Theorem 3: The possibility of that any adversary A|||

obtains the user’s identity in the process of auditing is 0.

Anonymity guarantees that two different users generate

different tags, but the calculated responses are same. There-

fore, after receiving the response, A||| could not distinguish

which user uploads the data.

Given the equation (m, 9) =
(

m, j, ηj, ID,PK
)

,

where ID =
{

H1 (IDi)
θ |i = 1, . . . S

}

and PK =
{

pkθ
i1 |i = 1, . . . S

}

. Challenger C randomly selects two users

IDi and IDi′ , then computes their tags σi and σi′ , proofs �i

and �i′ for m as follows.

φ = ηj · mj, σ =
e
(

σj, pk
θ
i1

)ηj

e
(

H1 (IDi)
θ , pki2

)ηj
.

φ′ = ηj · mj, σ ′ =
e
(

σj, pk
θ
i1′

)ηj

e
(

H1 (IDi′)
θ , pki2′

)ηj
.

σ =
e
(

σj, pk
θ
i1

)ηj

e
(

H1 (IDi)
θ , pki2

)ηj

=

(

e (H1 (IDi) , pki2) · e (H2 (j) · vmj , g)

e (H1 (IDi) , pki2)

)θ ·ηj

= e
(

H2 (j)
ηj
· vφ, gθ

)

.

σ ′ =
e
(

σj, pk
θ
i1′

)ηj

e
(

H1 (IDi′)
θ , pki2′

)ηj

=

(

e (H1 (IDi′) , pki2′) · e (H2 (j) · vmj , g)

e (H1 (IDi′) , pki2′)

)θ ·ηj

= e
(

H2 (j)
ηj
· vφ, gθ

)

.

From the above formulas, we can get φ = φ′ and σ = σ ′.

Therefore, the adversary A||| cannot obtain any informa-

tion related to the identity of the user. Our scheme satisfies

the anonymity.

V. EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS

In this section, we measure the performance in terms of

functionality, communication cost and computation cost from

our scheme.

A. FUNCTIONALITY COMPARISON

Table 1 lists the functions of our scheme compared with the

scheme [30] and the scheme [36] for shared data in the cloud.

The scheme [30] is a privacy-preserving cloud data integrity

verification scheme with multiple users based on certificate-

less. The scheme [36] is a certificateless integrity verification

scheme of the shared data on cloud storage. As Table 1 shows,

the related schemes do not have the important properties of

authorized auditing, traceability and non-frameability (ADs

can guarantee the fairness of identity tracing). Furthermore,

our scheme also can support user revocation from group

and user privacy-preserving. Hence, our scheme has a more

extensive application.

B. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

The performance analysis is mainly measured from commu-

nication cost and computational cost. For the notations used

in our scheme, let Texp represents the cost of one exponen-

tial operation, Tmul represents the cost of one multiplication

operation, Tpair represents the cost of one pairing operation,

n represents the total number of the users, z represents the

number of data blocks for the shared file, d represents the

number of the group user subsets used for challenge, and j

represents the number of data blocks used for challenge in the

process of data auditing. We do not consider the cost of the

general hash function, pseudo-random number generation,

because their costs are negligible. The analysis results are as

follows.

1) COMMUNICATION COST

The communication cost of our scheme mainly involves two

aspects: challenge and proof. In the data auditing phase,

the TPA submits the challenge R =
(

(IDT )cpk ,K , 9
)

to the

CSP, its size is (2j+ 2) |q|+2n |G1|. The CSP sends the proof

� = (σ , φ) to the TPA, its size is 2 |q|. The total communi-

cation cost of our scheme is (2j+ 4) |q|+2n |G1|. To support

authorized auditing, our scheme adds (IDT )cpk and K in the

challenge, which brings an additional cost of 2 |q| compared

with scheme [30]. Compared with total communication cost,

the additional overhead of 2 |q| is low and acceptable. The

specific comparison is shown in Table 2.
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TABLE 1. Comparison of function.

TABLE 2. Comparison of communication cost.

TABLE 3. Comparison of computation cost.

TABLE 4. Time of main phases of the scheme.

2) COMPUTATION COST

Wecould find that the computation cost of our scheme ismore

efficient compared with the scheme [30] and the scheme [36]

in Table 3. Because Tpair is the highest cost operation, our

scheme has the fewest Tpair . Although in theTag-Generation

phase, our scheme adds Pi as the partial tag to satisfy trace-

ability, which increases the cost
(

2Texp + Tmul
)

compared

with scheme [30], the total computation cost is still the lowest.

In contrast, the scheme [36] divides the same shared data into

z blocks to sign, whichmakes it havemore Tpair . In theProof-

Verification phase, our scheme has the shorter length of the

proof than scheme [30], which reduces the computation cost.

C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In the experiment, we use Pairing Based Cryptography (PBC)

to simulate the operations of this scheme. All tests are applied

to a Windows system with an Intel Core i7 CPU processor

running at 3.60 GHz and 8GB RAM. Every result is an

average of 10 tests. The first experiment is to calculate the

cost of generating tags in our scheme. We set 50 group users,

and the amount of shared data ranges from 1000 to 10000.

As Figure 2 shows, the cost of generating tags has a linear

relationship with the number of shared data. However, gen-

erating tags for 1000 shared data only spends about 193 sec-

onds, which could be accepted by users. Moreover, a shared
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FIGURE 2. Computation cost of tag generation.

FIGURE 3. Time of data auditing phase.

data file usually executes one Tag-Generation algorithm,

which has little impact on the data auditing.

Then we compare the main phases cost of our scheme

and the scheme [30]. As Table 4 shows, our scheme is more

efficient than the scheme [30]. The specific result is shown

in Figure 2.

We compare the time spent in the data auditing phase of

the scheme in this paper with the scheme [30]. The specific

result is shown in Figure 3. We could discover that the time

used for data auditing increases linearly to the number of

challenged data files. The scheme [30] takes about 17s to

finish one data auditing of 400 data blocks. However, our

scheme only spends 14s. Furthermore, the auditing time of

the scheme [30] has a faster growth rate compared with

the scheme in this paper. As the number of challenged

data increases, the gap between our scheme and the scheme

[30] could become bigger. Therefore, in the process of data

auditing, our scheme has less computational overhead than

the scheme [30].

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a privacy-preserving cloud auditing

scheme for multiple users with authorization and traceabil-

ity. This scheme not only has the advantage of certificate-

less signature but also meets the security requirements for

cloud auditing of shared data. During the process of data

auditing, the TPA cannot get the identity of the group user

who uploaded the data. Meanwhile, multiple managers in the

proposed scheme could reveal the identity of the malicious

user cooperatively, which guarantees the fairness of trac-

ing. Besides, we introduce an identity authorization process

between the TPA and the CSP, which protects CSP from

malicious harassment. Moreover, our scheme supports the

effective revocation of group users, which reduces commu-

nication costs. Our scheme is proved efficient by the analysis

results.
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